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TV VIEWERSHIP IN INDIA SURGES 
 53 More Minutes Added to Weekly Viewing  

 
• Younger Audiences Have Seen Higher Growth In TV Consumption: 7.1% Among 15-21 Year Olds 

And 7.2% Among 22-30 Year Olds 

• Women make up 59% of overall TV viewership growth 

• 7% Increase In Pay Household Viewership, With 5.8 Million Households Transitioning From Free-
To-Air (FTA) To Pay 

• Television engagement continues to grow with a 5.1% increase in viewership   
  

Mumbai, 5 Dec 2023: In a compelling testament to the enduring allure of television, viewers in India 
are dedicating an additional 53 minutes per week to watching TV compared to the previous year. 
This significant increase signals heightened engagement and a reinforced connection with the 
medium, defying trends in evolving media consumption. 
 
In a dynamic content consumption landscape, Indian television not only holds its ground but also 
thrives, experiencing a notable 5.1% growth in Year-to-Date (YTD) data for FY’24. This surge 
emphasizes TV’s enduring appeal and solidifies its position as the preferred medium for a diverse 
audience.  
 
Younger audiences, in the age group of 15-30 years, have, in fact, seen a higher growth in TV 
viewership compared to the overall average with growth in viewership being seen across all 
economic strata and markets, reaffirming television's appeal across diverse age groups. 
 
This growth surpasses specific regions or language segments and extends to the majority of language 
markets, accounting for 87% of the Indian TV population. Television's widespread appeal 
underscores its profound ability to resonate with audiences from diverse cultural and linguistic 
backgrounds. The commitment of television to deliver fresh, emotionally resonant content has not 
only retained viewers but has also driven growth. 
 
Mr. K. Madhavan, President of IBDF, affirms, “The impressive rise in television viewership 
underscores India as one of the few international markets witnessing consistent television growth, 
in spite of digital media's rapid expansion. In today's 'AND' world, where digital media excels in 
precise targeting and immediate rewards, television maintains its distinct advantage in the realm of 
long-term brand building. Television creates compelling stories that deeply connect with its 
audience, building trust and leaving an indelible mark across age groups.” 
 
A standout trend is the significant contribution of Indian women to television's growth, with an 
impressive 59% contribution to the overall TV viewership growth. This highlights their pivotal role as 
key influencers and consumers shaping television viewership trends. 
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Deeply rooted in the cultural fabric of India, television continues to be a unifying force, bringing 
families together. With a massive 70% penetration and headroom for further growth (90 million 
households), television remains the largest reach medium, inspiring and entertaining countless 
families. A notable 7% increase in Pay Household viewership, with 5.8 million households 
transitioning from Free-to-Air (FTA) to Pay, showcases the magnetic pull of quality programming. 
 
Television viewership growth transcends economic strata and town classes, demonstrating its 
inclusive nature. This growth is observed across NCCS A, B, C, DE, and various town categories, 
including metros, large cities, smaller towns, and rural areas. 

Source: BARC, AdEx 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
About IBDF: 
Indian Broadcasting & Digital Foundation is the largest body of Television Broadcasters in India. Set 
up in 1999, IBDF represents and is dedicated to the promotion of television broadcasting in, to and 
from India. IBDF members provide channels and programmes that deliver about 90% of television 
viewership in India. Member offerings cater to most of India’s diversity and plurality in every 
language and in every genre of television viewing. IBDF has, over the years, achieved the unique 
position of the accredited spokes-body of the television broadcasting industry. IBDF endeavours to 
work closely with and align industry, policy makers, regulators and partners so that the television 
sector in the media and entertainment industry grows to its fullest potential in an equitable manner. 
 
 
 


